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What Will the Start of Our Inquiry Look Like?
What can it look like to infuse Social Emotional Learning into our instruction,
classrooms and school environment?
Why would we do this?
How can we do this?

•the ‘why’ behind SEL & the SEL facets
•mentor texts & literacy experiences that intentionally connect & highlight SEL
•cultivating the environment to foster SEL throughout the school day

POPEY

co-planned this workshop's objectives
in consultation with SD 71’s POPEY District Partners

What is our WHY?

WHY
HOW
WHAT
Ted Talk About “Why”: Simon Sinek - The Golden Circle

WHY do we need to know the WHY?

Neocortex
Higher-order thinking

Limbic Brain
Emotions

Brain Stem
Survival
Triune Brain Model

Image from - The Brain Compatible Classroom - A Walk Through the Brain

WHY do we need to know the WHY?

what
Neocortex
Higher-order
thinking
rational & analytical
thoughts
language

how & why

Limbic
Brain
feelings
Emotions
trust, loyalty,
behaviour,

decision making

Brain Stem
Survival

no capacity for
language

Triune Brain Model

If we know the why - these 2 parts of the brain talk to each other
& help us to understand why we’re learning what we’re learning
Helps to control behaviour & how we feel
Image from - The Brain Compatible Classroom - A Walk Through the Brain

How?
Research shows that social & emotional skills, attitudes & behaviours
can be taught through a variety of approaches:
SEL Approaches
✦

✦

Short Term Benefits

direct SEL skills instruction

Behavioural &
Academic Impact

effective instructional
practices
❖

✦

✦

integration of SEL into the
school life & curriculum
school focus & structures
to create culture &
climate to support SEL

✤

increase in SEL skills
• 5 competencies

✤

✤

improved attitudes towards:

• self, others, learning & school

❖

enhanced school environment:

❖

• supportive, engaged, enriched
learning experiences

Adapted from - What is SEL? - Approaches - CASEL

❖

pro-social behaviour
increase in positive actions
& attitudes
improved emotional health
& overall happiness
boost in academic success
& satisfaction

SEL Approaches
Effective SEL approaches are:

S
A

equenced - activities are connected & coordinated to foster & build skills

ctive - kids are engaged & active - to help master skills & attitudes

F

ocused - skills are focused on development of personal & social skills

E

xplicit - targeting specific personal & social skills

Adapted from - SEL Approaches - CASEL

Learning from Indigenous Views….

Traditional ideas of health in Indigenous cultures centre
around the whole person - mental and physical health.

Indigenous peoples’ connections to the land and
community include a spiritual dimension that
maintain harmonious relations and balance.
-Health Canada

Adapted from - Ensouling Our Souls - Katz

WHAT?

SEL is…

…“the process of acquiring and
effectively applying the knowledge,
attitudes, and skills necessary to
recognize and manage emotions,
developing caring and concern for
others, making responsible
decisions, establishing positive
relationships, and handing
challenging situations capably.”

Adapted from - What is SEL? - CASEL & Ensouling Our Souls - Katz

WHY?

Teachers who implement
SEL with their students
demonstrate lower levels of
stress.
Adapted from - Ensouling Our Souls - Katz

“implementation of
SEL nurtures teachers’
own well-being.”

image from here

SEL Supports Teachers Too!
The roots of integrat ing SEL are to support
teacher well-being.

research shows:
‣ students

notice shifts in teachers’ Social Emotional Competency (SEC)

‣ teachers’

stress has a correlation to student stress in the classroom as measured by increases in students’ cortisol levels

Supporting SEL = supporting teacher well-being!

Adapted from - Do Students Note Burnout in their Teacher? - Eva Oberle - SEL BC - June 2019: research paper available here

Self-Awareness

SelfManagement

Relationship
Skills

Social
Emotional
Learning
Responsible
Decision
Making

Adapted from - CASEL- Core SEL Competencies

Social
Awareness

Social
Awareness

• perspective taking
• empathy
• appreciating
diversity
• respect for others
• reflective listening
• teamwork
• relationship building
• sharing
• relationship repair
• compassion - actions
that will help another

SelfManagement

• self-control
• stress
management
• self-discipline
• self-motivation
• goal-setting
• organizational skills
• regulating emotions
• perseverance/grit
• coping
• delaying
gratification
• decision making
• paying attention/
being ‘present’
• bounce back from
challenges

SelfAwareness

Relationship
Skills

• identifying
emotions/feelings
• identifying needs
• connecting
emotions/feelings
to behaviour
• accurate selfperception
• recognizing
strengths
• self-confidence
• self-efficacy
• growth mindset
• resiliency
• optimism

• communication
• social engagement
• relationship
building
• teamwork
• engaging with
diverse individuals
& groups
• resolving conflicts
• seeking help
• listening skills
• sharing
• empathy
• relationship repair
• cooperative play
• understanding
other points of
view

Adapted from - CASEL- Core SEL Competencies & 5 Domains of Self-Reg & Dalai Lama Heart-Mind Index & - Integrating SEL into Everyday Instruction - Frey, Smith & Fisher

Responsible
Decision
Making

• identifying
problems
• analyzing
situations
• solving problems
• evaluating
• reflecting
• ethical
responsibility
• well-being of self
& others
• making safe
choices
• metacognition
• thinking about
different paths/
points of view

Core Competencies

C

T
What we want our
students to

BE

PS

The Core Competencies are:
★skills

(stuff you can do)

★knowledge

★and
‣ to

(stuff you know)

strategies (actions and plans you use)

work and play by yourself and with others, manage your emotions,
and make good decisions.

POPEY Student Friendly Core Competencies Overview

POPEY Core Competencies Facets Summary

How Can we Blend the Core Competencies
and SEL into Literacy Learning?

BE

DO & KNOW

UNDERSTAND

Why Books, the Core Competencies, and SEL?
★

easy & fun way to be more intentional about supporting the Core Competencies

★

stimulates natural curiosity

★

helps children to better understand concepts & life’s experiences

★

promotes insights into human behaviours, emotions, learning situations…

★

helps to develop social, problem-solving, communication, & thinking skills

★

helps children to acquire, practice & become fluent in these skills

Can be used as starting points for embedding SEL &
the Core Competencies into everyday classroom activities
Adapted from - Using Children’s Books to Support Social-Emotional Development - NAEYC

Relationship Skills

communicate clearly, listen attentively, cooperate with others
seek & offer help, build relationships, engage in teamwork &/or cooperative play

Adapted from - CASEL- Core SEL Competencies

Read-Aloud: RelationshipBuddy
SkillsBook
Walk

image from amazon.ca

Draw My
Picture
Game

‣ you’ll

be split into pairs - and sit near your partner

‣ one

of you will have instructions on how to draw a picture, the other will
take a piece of paper and a pen/pencil

‣ if

you have the instructions, you are going to give your partner directions
on how to draw the image

‣ if

you have the paper and a pen/pencil - you get to draw what your
partner tells you

Adapted from - The Draw My Picture Game

Ways to Integrate Relationship Skills

✓model & teach how to have a good discussion:
‣ be attentive - listen to understand - not reply
‣ ask questions - focused on the topic
‣ ask for more information - if something isn’t clear
‣ paraphrase - recap in own words
‣ notice emotions/feelings
‣ summarize & come to an agreement (if necessary)

✓use circle time, morning meetings, fishbowls,…for discussion
✓set up routines for regular partner & teamwork (ie - Writers’ Workshop)
✓model, prompt & reinforce - turn taking, sharing, helping one another,
active listening, respecting opinions…

Adapted from - Integrating SEL into Everyday Instruction - Frey, Smith & Fisher

Relationship Skills Book Ideas

images from amazon.ca

Self-Management

manage stress, coping skills, control impulses, self-discipline
self-motivation, goal setting, perseverance,

Adapted from - CASEL- Core SEL Competencies

Read-Aloud: Self-Management
Buddy

Book Walk

image from Strong Nations Publishing

Book
Talk!

Think about the story “What’s My Superpower?”
Use these sentence stems to discuss the book with your reading partner

I liked it when...
I didn't understand when...
My favourite part was...
I thought it was funny when...
I liked...
S/he was really...
I learned about...
I think the character was sad because...
This story reminded me of the time when I...

What’s YOUR
Superpower?

✓ reflect on what makes you SPECIAL - what do you think is your SUPERPOWER?

✓ with your group or partner, talk about the things that makes you SPECIAL &
what your SUPERPOWER might be

think about:

Separates the
formulating of
sentences from the
difficult task of
writing sentences

something you are strong at
‣ where you come from (your heritage)
‣ something you believe in
‣ something that you would do all day (if you could)!
‣

✓ turn yourself into a superhero - like Nalvana

I have SUPERPOWERS!

image from here

By:____________________________

I have SUPERPOWERS!

By: ________________________________________________________

Ways to Integrate Self-Management

✓create visual resources to help support self-control & stress management
✓include stress management routines as part of the daily schedule
✓provide stress balls, writing journals, quiet areas, calm down kits,…
✓use information from pre-assessments to teach goal setting
✓teach problem-solving strategies & routines - to encourage metacognition

Adapted from - Integrating SEL into Everyday Instruction - Frey, Smith & Fisher

Self-Management Book Ideas

images from amazon.ca

Mentor Text Read-Aloud:
Social
Buddy
BookAwareness
Walk

image from amazon.ca

How to Keep
All Your Friends

By: ________________________________________________________

Keeping
Your
Friends!

Talking points for you (and your students):

• social language, kindness, being polite
Oral rehearsal / discussion:

• what are ways to make and keep friends?
Collaborative Creation / Writing:

• make a book called How To Keep All Your Friends

From - Building Speech and Language Capacity Resource - CCSD

Ways to Integrate Social Awareness

✓use circle time, morning meetings, fishbowls,…for discussion - personal & academic
✓model & encourage use of “I” statements to explain feelings & perspective
✓model & encourage use of active listening - to hear message & emotions
✓teach teamwork skills
✓establish & reinforce teamwork guidelines

Adapted from - Integrating SEL into Everyday Instruction - Frey, Smith & Fisher

Social Awareness Book Ideas

images from amazon.ca

Responsible Decision Making

make positive choices about behaviour & social interactions
reflect & act based on ethical responsibility, safety, different points of view,…

Adapted from - CASEL- Core SEL Competencies

Read-Aloud: Responsible Decision
Buddy Book Making
Walk

image from www.amazon.ca

n
o
i
t
i
n
g
metaco

Think
Aloud
Buddy Book
Walk

think
ing ab
out
our t
hinkin
g

What is something you could do to help your community?
What part of our earth would you like to help? (air, water, land, classroom…)
Who could you talk to to get more ideas about how to help?
What is important to our community/territory/land?

Adapted from - We Are All Connected Series & BC Curriculum

The Ripple
Effect

Brainstorm on your own:
✦ think

of a small act of kindness that you could do:

in your classroom, at home, in your community…
Oral Sharing:
✦ talk

through your ideas with your elbow partner

Create/Write:
✦ write

about the ripple effect of your helpful act (sequence of events)

From Surrey Schools & Lyndsay James

By:______________________

By:______________________

By:______________________

By:______________________

Ways to Integrate Responsible Decision Making

✓model & teach how to work through a problem:
‣ identify what you know
‣ summarize what you have learned
‣ communicate knowledge/skills/abilities to others
‣ set attainable goal
‣ track progress
‣ evaluate/revise goal

✓discuss ethical issues presented in stories/texts
✓provide opportunities for classroom or community service
✓provide opportunities for student choice/input & leadership

Adapted from - Integrating SEL into Everyday Instruction - Frey, Smith & Fisher

Responsible Decision Making Book Ideas

images from amazon.ca

Self-Awareness

knowing your feelings, strengths, limitations…

self-confidence, self-efficacy, optimism, growth-mindset, resilience

Adapted from - CASEL- Core SEL Competencies

Read-Aloud: Self-Awareness

image from bucketfillers101.com

Circle of
Bucket
Fillers

close your eyes & take a deep breath

(or two or three)

think of all of the wonderful people in your life who fill your bucket
✦

family, friends, people at school, people in your community…

start to write down the names of special bucket fillers
✦

add some information about how they fill your bucket (if you choose)
do these special bucket fillers know they’re on your list &
how they help fill your bucket?

you can write them a special note to let them know!
Adapted from - bucketfillers101.com & 21 Bucket Filler Activities - We Are Teachers

My Circle of Bucket Fillers

___________
___________

___________

by:_______________
___________

___________

___________

___________
___________

My Special Bucket Filler

Dear,___________________________
Did you know that you fill my bucket?
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________

I hope this note helps to fill your bucket!
From,________________________________________

My Special Bucket Filler

Dear,___________________________
Did you know that you fill my bucket?

I hope this note helps to fill your bucket!
From,________________________________________

Bucket Filling Across the Grades

Ways to Integrate Self-Awareness

✓create a classroom environment designed to help children feel safe
✓create visual resources to teach emotional vocabulary & show feelings
✓highlight each child’s talents and abilities

✓draw child’s attention to what they did to achieve something - review goals & tasks
✓share personal experiences about taking on & meeting challenges
✓focus feedback on the process the child is using
✓focus feedback on the task - specifics

Adapted from - Integrating SEL into Everyday Instruction - Frey, Smith & Fisher

Self-Awareness Book Ideas

images from amazon.ca

Bringing It All Together…
The Seven
Grandfather
Teachings

The Seven
Sacred
Teachings

image from Native Reflections

These teachings have been passed down by Elders for generations from coast to coast.
Each teaching guides & honours virtues to help live in harmony & peace for a full & healthy life.

Read-Aloud

image from Native Reflections

Connecting to
the Seven
Grandfather
Teachings

think about the lessons from The Seven Grandfather Teachings
✦

this will be the centre of your mind map

brainstorm the meanings & lessons behind each Grandfather Teaching
✦

use the words & drawings of the animals connected to each teaching

reflect on your personal experiences & connect to one of the
Grandfather Teachings
write & draw to describe the life experience you chose
✦ share your life experience & reflections with a partner(s)
✦

Adapted from - Seven Grandfather Teachings Self-Portrait - crayolateachers.ca

COURAGE
HONEST Y

RESPECT

The Seven
Grandfather
Teachings

WISDOM

T RUT H

By:______________________

HUMILIT Y

LOVE

By:______________________

The Seven
Grandfather
Teachings

Write about a personal experience.
Discuss how your experience & connects to one of the Grandfather Teachings

Considerations for Creating
a Strong Environment for
Social Emotional Literacy

for think time
Time •• allowing
exploring topics more in-depth
• purposeful activities that require
Opportunities students engage in deep thinking &
experiential learning

8 Cultural
Forces That
Define Our
Classrooms

Routines & • scaffolding for students’ thinking
the moment & through planning
Structures • in
tools & supports in advance
a culture of respect &
Relationships • building
valuing all contributions
• modelling what good thinking &
Modelling learning looks like
• making the learning visible
• using the language of thinking
Language • provides students with
vocabulary for metacognition
• making expectations clear
Expectations • showing the value of thinking &
learning - not just “doing work”
• displaying the thinking process & idea development
visually
Set-Up • organizing the space for thoughtful collaboration,
communication & varied group work

Adapted from - Intellectual Character: What It Is, Why It Matters, & How To Get It - Ron Richhart

Being a Seeing Teacher
knowing students personally
➡ taking the time to truly see each individual

knowing their personalities, passions, anxieties…
➡ will help you make sense of how they are navigating school & life

observing what students do, say, & how they are learning:
➡ this is the best formative assessment of all

Adapted from - Yardsticks - Child and Adolescent Development Ages 4-14 - Wood

Spirit
Buddies
Spirit buddies are a way to allow students to feel connected to one another and the community of
their classroom - every student has support from their friends & larger community.
How do Spirit Buddies Work?

✦

each spirit buddy group has of 3-4 students

✦

they meet with one another at the beginning of each day for a few minutes
• to greet and welcome each other, check in, and start the day in community

✦

students ask each other how they are doing, what they did the night before or on the weekend…
• the conversation is open - they can talk about whatever they’d like

Adapted from - Ensouling Our Souls - Katz & UDL @ Nasis

Spirit Buddy Sample

Considerations for Classroom & School Environment
Creating a Safe Environment for Learning - CASEL
Protocols & Routines: Habits for a Student Centred Classroom - PBL World
National Center on Safe, Supportive Learning Environments
Proactive Classroom Management Tips - Edutopia
Building a Belonging Classroom - Video - Edutopia
Fostering Belonging With Classroom Norms - Video - Edutopia
The Power of Relationships in Schools - Video - Edutopia
Making Connections with Greetings at the Door - Video - Edutopia
Cultivating Trust With One on One Time - Video - Edutopia
Knowing Every Child Through Index Cards Rosters - Video - Edutopia
Creating a Positive Learning Environment - Video - Edutopia
Stories Help Build a Strong Classroom Culture - Edutopia
12 Ways to Build Strong Classroom Community - We Are Teachers
What Did You Do In School Today? - Exploring Student Management & Its Implications for
Teaching & Learning in Canada - Canadian Education Association

Considerations to Support Overall SEL
SEL in the Classroom - CASEL
3 Key to Infusing SEL Into What You Already Teach - Greater Good Magazine - Berkley
Everyday Mental Health Classroom Resource
50 Must-Have Picture Books to Teach Social Emotional Skills - We Are Teachers
How to Use Books to Foster Heart-Mind Well-Being - Heart-Mind Online
20 Chapter Books with a Heart-Mind Message - Heart-Mind Online
CASEL Guide to School-Wide SEL
Social Emotional Learning Booklist - Publishers Weekly
13 Powerful SEL Activities - Edutopia
Paper Tweets Build SEL Skills - Edutopia

Considerations to Support Various Competencies
Kicking Off the School Year With Intention - Edutopia
Relationship Skills - Everyday Mental Health Classroom Resource
Starting the Day With a Calming Routine - Edutopia
Getting Ready to Learn With Mindfulness - Video - Edutopia
Positive Motivation Skills - Everyday Mental Health Classroom Resource
Stress Management & Coping Skills - Everyday Mental Health Classroom Resource
60 Second Pom-Pom Jar - Video - Edutopia
Emotion Identification Skills - Everyday Mental Health Classroom Resource
Primary & Secondary Emotions - Vocabulary
Emotions Wheel - printable
Feelings Inventory - extensive list of Feelings Words
Coping Strategies Wheel - printable

Considerations to Support Various Competencies
Boosting Engagement with Notices and Wonders - Video - Edutopia
Self-Confidence & Identity Skills - Everyday Mental Health Classroom Resource
Executive Functioning Skills - Everyday Mental Health Classroom Resource
Making Students Feel Safe - Trauma Informed Practices - Video - Edutopia
60 Second Strategy for Active Listening - Slant Listening - Video - Edutopia
Demonstrating Self-Regulation with Tone of Voice - Video - Edutopia
Take A Breath (The Self-Reg Song) by Raffi
5 Steps of Self-Reg Graphic
10 Ways to See the Signs & Develop the Habit of Self-Reg

Considerations to Support Various Competencies
Boosting Engagement with Notices and Wonders - Video - Edutopia
Self-Confidence & Identity Skills - Everyday Mental Health Classroom Resource
Executive Functioning Skills - Everyday Mental Health Classroom Resource
Making Students Feel Safe - Trauma Informed Practices - Video - Edutopia
60 Second Strategy for Active Listening - Slant Listening - Video - Edutopia
Demonstrating Self-Regulation with Tone of Voice - Video - Edutopia
Take A Breath (The Self-Reg Song) by Raffi
5 Steps of Self-Reg Graphic
10 Ways to See the Signs & Develop the Habit of Self-Reg

Mino-Pimatisiwin
“leading a good life”
“walking in a good way”
-Indigenous Elders

Indigenous views of well-being are a
mixture of meeting your own full potential
& playing a valued role in your community.

Adapted from - Ensouling Our Souls - Katz

POPEY
Provincial Outreach Program
for the Early Years

Sasha Žekulin

www.popey.ca

sasha@popey.ca

www.popey.c

additional resources to support today’s learning
are at the back of the eHandout

@POPEYBC

popeybc

pinterest.ca/popeybc

Sources

Info Links
more info links are available on our website

What is SEL?
7 Mesmerizing Animations to Help You Take a Deep Break
Core SEL Competencies
5 Domains of Self-Reg
Dalai Lama Heart-Mind Index
SEL Approaches
BC Ministry of Education - Core Competencies
Using Children’s Books to Support Social-Emotional Development
Making a Case for the Whole Child
The Brain Compatible Classroom - A Walk Through the Brain
7 Grandfather Teachings - empoweringthespirit.ca
We Are All Connected Series
bucketfillers101.com
21 Bucket Filler Activities - We Are Teachers
Using Children’s Books to Support Social-Emotional Development - NAEYC
Intellectual Character: What It Is, Why It Matters, & How To Get It

unless otherwise noted, images from:
Educlips
Presenter Media
Storyblocks

Videos

more videos are available on our website

How Great Leaders Inspire Action - Golden Circle of Why - Ted Talk - Simon Sinek
5 Keys to SEL
What Matters - Activating Core Competencies
Meerkat Falling Asleep
Hand Model of the Brain - Flipping Your Lid
Spirit Buddles - UDL @ Nasis
4 Year Old’s Problem with New Year’s Resolutions

Books
Integrating SEL into Everyday Instruction - Frey, Smith & Fisher
Yardsticks - Child and Adolescent Development Ages 4-14 - Wood
Ensouling Our Souls - Katz

unless otherwise noted, images from:
Educlips
Presenter Media
Storyblocks

Additional Information
& Support

Additional Resources to Support SEL & the Core Competencies
Raffi’s Centre for Child Honouring

Dalai Lama Center for Peace & Education

childhonouring.org

heartmindonline.org

Child Honouring Principles

Heart-Mind Well-Being Qualities

Collaborative for Academic, Social &
Emotional Learning

casel.org

The Mehrit Centre

self-reg.ca
Shanker Self-Reg & Shanker Method

What is SEL?

10 Self-Reg lessons learned

Impact of SEL

Early Years - What You Need to Know

21 Ways to Integrate SEL every day
30 Ways to Bring More Mindfulness and Self-Care to Your Classroom
Nurturing a Struggling Student’s Self-Perception

To cherish knowledge is to know WISDOM;
To know LOVE is to know peace;
to honour all of the Creation is to have RESPECT;
COURAGE is to face the foe with integrity;
HONEST Y also means “righteousness”, to be honest first with yourself - in
word and action;
HUMILIT Y is to know yourself as a sacred part of the Creation,
T RUT H is to know all of these things

Adapted from - empoweringthespirit.ca

what was your experience?
what did you do?
how did you feel?
what did you learn?
how is your life experience connected to
a Grandfather teaching?

Take A Breath (The Self-Reg Song) by Raffi

5 Steps of Self-Reg Graphic
Steps of the Shanker Method

10 Ways to See the Signs & Develop the Habit of Self-Reg

Fact:

Feeling calm and connected helps open up the brain for learning

Adapted from - The Motivated Brain - Gregory & Kaufeldt & Teaching with the Brain in Mind - Jensen

Fact:

We can’t learn when we’re in a state of high stress or emotion.

Adapted from - The Motivated Brain - Gregory & Kaufeldt & Teaching with the Brain in Mind - Jensen

How?
Research shows that social & emotional skills, attitudes & behaviours
can be taught through a variety of approaches:

direct instruction of social & emotional knowledge & skills

integrating cooperative learning & project-based/inquiry-based learning teaching practices that promote SEL

integrating SEL into all areas of school life - including academic subjects:
‣

literacy, math, social studies, science, health…

school-wide focus, promotion & structures to support SEL to create a climate & culture that supports & nurtures the whole child

Adapted from - What is SEL? - Approaches - CASEL

SEL Approaches
Effective SEL approaches are:

Sequenced
Active - kids are engaged & active - to help master skills & attitudes
Focused - skills are focused on development of personal & social skills
Explicit - targeting specific personal & social skills

- activities are connected & coordinated to foster & build skills

Examples include:
• Children can to be taught through modelling and coaching to recognize how they feel or how someone else might be feeling.
• Prompting the use of a conflict-resolution skill and using dialoguing to guide students through the steps can be an effective
approach to helping them apply a skill in a new situation.
• Through class meetings students can practice group decision-making and setting classroom rules.
• Students can learn cooperation and teamwork through participation in team sports and games.
• Students can deepen their understanding of a current or historical event by analyzing it through a set of questions based
on a problem-solving model.
• Cross-age mentoring, in which a younger student is paired with an older one, can be effective in building self-confidence, a
sense of belonging, and enhancing academic skills.
• Having one member of a pair describe a situation to his partner and having the partner repeat what he or she heard is an
effective tool in teaching reflective listening.
Adapted from - SEL Approaches - CASEL

Wake Up
Our Brains!
★What

happens when we sit for too long?

‣ blood pools in our legs - we need to move them!
✓toe

★Where

ups

✓walking

✓lunges

in place

do you hold your stress?

‣ neck and shoulders - we need to relax them!
✓head

rolls

★How

✓shoulder

rolls

✓pull

shoulders

✓ airplane

arms

can we get both sides of our brain engaged?

‣ cross-lateral movements
✓turns/punches

Adapted from - Martha Kaufeldt

✓opposite

knee taps

✓tap

opposite ankle - behind

Guidelines for Promoting Social & Emotional Learning
explicit plans for helping students become knowledgeable, responsible, and caring

• life skills and social competencies
• health-promotion and problem-prevention skills
• coping skills and social support for transitions and crises
• engaging in positive, contributory service
emphasis on the promotion of pro-social attitudes and values in a balanced way

• self, others, work, and character
developmentally appropriate combination of instruction and opportunities

• instruction infused with opportunities to develop social and emotional skills
positive school and classroom culture

• caring, supportive, and challenging

SEL programs and activities are coordinated with and integrated into…

• the regular curriculum, routines, and life of the classroom
Adapted from - edutopia.org

continued…

Guidelines for Promoting Social & Emotional Learning
…continued

address all levels of students

• the SEL curriculum is delivered to ALL students, with different levels of difficulty
a solid infrastructure is in place

• ensuring that SEL is highly visible and recognized as a key part of school and district goals
professional development

• teachers have frequent, structured opportunities to help one another get better at SEL
instruction
a home-school connection

• home and school collaborate closely to implement SEL programs
monitored and evaluated regularly

• data is used to guide positive changes in a spirit of continuous improvement
Adapted from - edutopia.org

Nine Competencies for Teaching Empathy
…continued
self-regulation
regulating feelings starts by teaching children how to recognize their stress triggers
and signs before they're in overload - build in time for yoga & mindfulness meditation

•

•

•

practicing kindness
being kind is what helps children tune in to other people's feelings and needs, trust more,
and become more "we" oriented and less "me" oriented
kindness is strengthened by seeing, hearing, and practicing kindness

•

collaboration
teamwork projects can strengthen students' abilities to encourage others, resolve
conflicts, and disagree respectfully — important aspects of empathy

•

moral courage
lessons that help kids recognize that even ordinary people like themselves can do
extraordinary things are invaluable

•

growing change makers
encouraging students to help others can activate empathy and help them see themselves as
changemakers: individuals who make positive changes and inspire others to follow

Nine Competencies for Teaching Empathy - Michele Borba - ASCD

Nine Competencies for Teaching Empathy
•
•

•
•

emotional literacy
empathy thrives in environments that prioritize face-to-face connections
teachers can create classrooms that nurture meaningful interaction and engagement
moral identity
a child's inner value system can inspire empathy, shape character, and motivate compassion
help students define themselves as people who value others - “We help each other”

perspective taking
• perspective taking is the cognitive side of empathy; stepping into another's shoes
• asking kids: "How would you feel if that happened to you?" can do wonders to stretch
perspectives

•

moral imagination
reading can enhance empathy and help us to feel with the characters, prompt empathetic
feelings, and even encourage charitable giving
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